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"I would've voted for Obama a third time if I could."
Watching the film...

In the early scenes in the film, we see how differently Chris and Rose look at things due

own lived experiences . How does
setting, costume or sound in your answer.

to their race and their

the filmmaker highlight these?

Try to refer to

Or any technique you consider

important.

Rose doesn't think she has to tell her family that Chris is black while Chris definitely
thinks they should have known this in advance. What

reasons

did each character have

for thinking this and who was right in the end?

White Privilege :

is a term that refers to the way that a white person does not face the

same obstacles as a person of colour. This doesn't mean that a white person is given
extra chances but that they do not experience the same things that may hold someone
back. This could include access to educational institutions, greater pay or even less likely
to be stopped by the police just for walking in the street.

How does the character of

Rose

demonstrate white privilege with the cop when she hits

the deer?

One of the things we see from Rose's family are

aggressions

micro-

towards Chris. A micro-aggression is a

comment or action that is subtly and often unintentionally
hostile or demeaning to a member of a minority or
marginalized group.

Try to find three examples of these from Rose's family.
Describe your examples and explain how the filmmaker

audience should find these
comments or actions problematic.
makes clear that the
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"They're not racist"
Watching the film...

It's time to think about

mystery

genre .

The film starts as a typical

thriller and pivots into full blown horror for the last
typical horror features do we see in the film's final

or

act. What

act? How effectively does director Jordan Peele use these?

Identify what clues the first half of the film lays out, suggesting
that something is not right in this community. Make sure to refer
to the

garden party scene

Consider

Walter , Georgina

and at least two other moments.

and

"the big reveal"

of what is actually going on. Explain

what the community has been doing and what role the family play in this. What point is
Peele perhaps making with the family's horrific scheme?

How does Peele set up that something is wrong with

Walter and Georgina ?

What clues

did you pick up on throughout the first half of the film before you learn the truth?

The film captures Chris' own

family trauma

whilst being caught up in the predatory nature

of Rose's family. How does the first half of the film set up clues about what happens with
Chris' mother? Why is the

deer imagery

important to the character of Chris?

Why is the final shot of how Chris leaves Rose

ironic ?

What has the character learned or

accepted about his past by this point?

Director Jordan Peele started his career in

comedy

and has transitioned into horror only

recently with directing Get Out, Us, and writing the script for Candyman.

What do comedy and horror have in common? Where do you see Peele's comedy
credentials throughout any of his films and what impact does it have on his work?
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"Sink"
Making the film...

REWATCH :

The Sunken Place scene (4 mins)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPqmtUvHFiM

The Sunken Place scene

is so powerful because it not

only adds to the tension being built around Rose's family
but it also reveals more about Chris' own trauma.

Horror films are often most effective when the true ghost
or monster is a main character's past catching up with
them. Think about how Chris' past is used against him in
this scene.

Referring to use of

sound

camera, mise-en-scene, music and

and any other technique you consider important,

explain how Peele uses the scene to:

tension and discomfort for the audience
Make Rose's mother seem sinister and dangerous
Reveal how traumatic the death of Chris' mother was
Create

for him.

Repeat the above stages with a scene of your choice which you think

builds tension .

camera shots, lighting, music and sound , or any other cinematic
Think about how they also play with common horror tropes . Select from

Be

sure to refer to
technique.

following scenes:
The opening walk through the neighbourhood scene
Georgina's "No, no, no" scene
Andre/Logan's "Get Out" scene
"Give me the keys, Rose"

the

